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Abstract: Irradiation of high-energy electrons can produce surface vacancies on the exit surface of
thin foils by the sputtering of atoms. Although the sputtering randomly occurs in the area irradiated
with an intense electron beam of several hundred nanometers in diameter, characteristic topographic
features can appear under irradiation. This paper reviews a novel phenomenon on a self-organization
of nanogrooves and nanoholes generated on the exit surface of thin metal foils irradiated with high
doses of 360–1250 keV electrons. The phenomenon was discovered firstly for gold irradiated at
temperatures about 100 K, which shows the formation of grooves and holes with widths between 1
and 2 nm. Irradiation along [001] produces grooves extending along [100] and [010], irradiation along
[011] gives grooves along [100], whereas no clear grooves have been observed for [111] irradiations.
By contrast, nanoholes, which may reach depths exceeding 20 nm, develop mainly along the beam
direction. The formation of the nanostructures depends on the irradiation temperatures, exhibiting
an existence of a critical temperature at about 240 K, above which the width significantly increases,
and the density decreases. Nanostructures formed for silver, copper, nickel, and iron were also
investigated. The self-organized process was discussed in terms of irradiation-induced effects.
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1. Introduction

Generation of nanosized structures is technologically important, and the controlled
formation of structures in solids on a nanometer scale is critical to modern technology [1–3].
Such structures may have properties different from those of the bulk materials. Nanohole-
based nanomaterials with a size less than the wavelength of an excitation laser beam,
for example, are promised for applications such as chemical and biological sensing, mem-
brane biorecognition, unique optical responses under laser excitation, etc.

It should be worthwhile to know the smallest size of nanostructured material. The scan-
ning tunneling microscope has been employed to control the deposition of atoms on or
extraction of atoms from the surface on an atomic scale [4–6]. However, there seems to be a
minimum width when one tries to produce deep nanoholes or nanogrooves.

High-energy particle irradiation is one of method to generate interesting nanomate-
rials [7,8]. Aggregation of surface vacancies produced homogeneously by ion sputtering
may produce pits that can become rather deep. Electron irradiation, which can induce
back sputtering on the surface of thin foil specimens, is also one of the techniques used for
nanometer scale etching, lithography and hole formation, and intense convergent electron
beams have been utilized, so far. Deep nanoholes have been formed in MgO using a
convergent nanosized electron beam, the smallest widths so far achieved being about
1 nm [9,10]. Parallel electron beams, on the other hand, of 500–1000 nm diameter have been
shown to produce pits on the exit surface of Au(111) foils by sputtering over the electron
energy range of 0.4–1.1 MeV [11].

Self-organization is one method to produce characteristic structures and several self-
organization phenomena of defect clusters under high-energy particle irradiations such as
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voids, bubbles, and stacking fault tetrahedra have been reported so far [12–16]. Sponta-
neous well-ordered periodicity can be developed on a broad surface by ion beam sputtering
and a numerical model has been proposed as the formation process [17].

The present paper reviews our studies on the evolution of nanosized structures
resulting from the sputtering of atoms from the exit surface of thin metal specimens during
homogeneous electron irradiation, focusing on a novel self-organization phenomenon,
which can occur on the electron irradiated surface [18–22] and give additional data on the
temperature dependence of the formation of nanoholes for gold.

2. Materials and Methods

In the present study, we used the wedge-shaped specimens produced from 99.998%
Au, 99.9999% Ag, 99.999% Cu, 99.998% Ni, and 99.997% Fe foils with a thickness of
about 100 µm. After eliminating lattice defects by annealing, they were thinned by jet-
polishing to make wedge-shaped specimens. The electron irradiations were performed by
using two transmission electron microscopes (TEM) of JEOL-ARM 1250 and JEOL-4000FX,
both equipped with GATAN liquid-nitrogen cooling stages.

The irradiations were done along crystallographic directions near the [100], [110],
or [111] direction of grains with surface orientations near {100}, using a beam of about
200–800 nm diameter as illustrated in Figure 1 and a flux density of about 1024 electrons
m−2 s−1 with total fluences ranging from 1027 to 1028 electrons m−2. The irradiation
direction was adjusted by tilting the specimen. Although the surface orientation and the
observation directions were not perfectly aligned with the crystallographic orientations in
question, such crystallographic indices are used hereafter to show the surface orientation
and observation directions. The irradiation time ranged from several 10 s to several 1000 s.
A small fraction of incident electrons (10−6 for 1.0 MeV electrons) can give sufficient
energy with target atoms on the electron exit surface to cause sputtering [23]. The electron
microscopy observations were made with strongly reduced beam currents to suppress
additional sputtering. Detailed experimental and theoretical study on the sputtering yield
and angular distribution of sputtered atoms, among others, for gold foils in a high-voltage
electron microscope have been given by Cherns et al. [23].
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Figure 1. A schematic view of a disk specimen of 3 mm diameter. The irradiations were carried out
at thin parts near a hole with an electron beam of about 200–800 nm diameter.
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3. Results
3.1. Gold
3.1.1. Self-Organization of Nanostructure

Figure 2 shows a typical self-organized pattern observed for an Au(001) foil irradiated
with 400 keV electrons along [001] direction at 95 K with an electron beam of about
300 nm in diameter. The micrograph was taken under a kinematic and slightly under-focus
condition. Clear bright images extending along [100] and [010] with a width of 1–2 nm can
be observed. Stereomicroscopy revealed that these bright lines are grooves formed on the
electron exit surface.
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Figure 2. (a) TEM micrographs of an Au(001) foil irradiated along [001] with 400 keV electrons at
95 K; (b) a magnified view of black square area in photo (a).

Figure 3 shows an oblique observation of an Au(001) foil, which was irradiated along
[112] with 400 keV electrons at 95 K and observed along [001] by tilting the specimen. Deep
nanoholes and hillocks formed on the exit surface of an Au(001) foil can be seen. Aspect
ratio on the nanohole is very high in spite of the small diameter of 1–2 nm.
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Figure 3. Nanoholes and hillocks generated on the exit surface of an Au(001) foil, which was
irradiated along [112] with 400 keV electrons at 95 K and observed along [001]. Nanoholes and
hillocks are denoted by arrows and by h, respectively.

3.1.2. Irradiation Directional Dependence on the Structure

Figure 4a–c exhibit TEM images obtained under kinematic and slightly under-focus
conditions for a (001)-oriented foil after irradiation with 800 keV electrons at 110 K to a
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fluence of 8 × 1026 electrons m−2, which were, respectively, irradiated along [001], [011]
and [111] directions. Stereomicroscopy indicated that the elongated bright contrasts along
[001] and [010] for the [001] irradiation were due to grooves at the electron exit surface of
the foil. Different results were obtained after the irradiations along [011] or [111] directions,
as seen in Figure 4b,c, respectively. We can find bright contrasts extending along [100] for
[011] irradiation, which are due to grooves but cannot find groove formation after [111]
irradiation. The white contrasts in Figure 4c are caused by pits. These results suggest
strongly that the groove formation is affected by the angle between the beam direction and
the surface normal.
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Figure 4. TEM micrographs of an Au(00l) foil irradiated at 110 K with 800 keV electrons to a fluence
of about 8 × 106 electrons m−2. The directions of irradiations and observations are (a) [001], (b) [011],
and (c) [111].

A detailed analysis has led us to schematic pictures on the nanostructure formed on
the exit surface of gold films under electron irradiation as shown in Figure 5 [18]. The sput-
tered structure mainly consists of anisotropic nanogrooves, deep nanoholes, and hillocks.
No clear grooves appear for the [111] irradiation. The nanoholes grow parallel to the irradi-
ation direction both under [001] and [111] irradiations without much change in their widths
but are zigzagged under [011] irradiation. Note the large aspect ratio of these nanoholes
with extremely small dimension; the width and depth of the smallest nanoholes formed by
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the [111] irradiation, for example, are about 1.5 nm and more than 20 nm, respectively. In all
three cases, the hillocks develop along the irradiation directions, although not indicated in
Figure 5a for clarity.
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Figure 5. Schematic views of the sputtered rear surface of Au(001) foils irradiated with 800 keV
electrons along (a) the [001] direction, (b) the [011] direction, and (c) the [111] direction.

Similar results were obtained for the groove and pit formation for 1250 keV electron
irradiation of an Au(001) foil at 110 K. However, additionally, the formation of stacking-
fault tetrahedra were observed, corresponding well to the estimated threshold electron
energy of about 1150 keV for the Frenkel pair production in gold at 110 K [24].

3.1.3. Generation of Nanoslits and Nanoparticles

Successive sputtering due to electron irradiation induces thinning of the specimen,
finally leading to the penetration of thin foils from the exit to the incident surfaces by
nanogrooves and nanoholes. Figure 6a–d show the development of the nanostructure for
an Au(011) foil irradiated with 400 keV electrons along [011] at 95 K. We can see that the
width of nanogrooves in the pattern, which appeared in the initial stage of irradiation
does not change significantly under irradiation. In Figure 6c, the penetration occurred in
an area near the beam center, and then, nanoslits were formed as denoted by an arrow.
In Figure 6d, the nanoslit denoted by the arrow in Figure 6c is closed, making the nanoslits
beside it wider. This means the nanoslit became unstable under irradiation, probably due
to its small size.

The self-organized pattern of nanoslits is seen to be determined in the initial stage of
irradiation. Nanogrooves tend to develop along [100] direction, finally forming nanowires
between the grooves. This method of the formation of nanowires using electron-beam
irradiation in an electron microscope has been used to investigate characteristic nanostruc-
tures, which can appear in small size such as nanowires stabilized by the hcp lattices of the
surfaces [25] and the ones consisting of helical atom rows coiled round the wire axis [26].

Figure 7a,b, respectively, show nanostructures of Au(001) foils irradiated with 1.25 MeV
electrons at 110 K along [001] and [111] directions. The structures near the beam center
denoted by X are seen to be pierced with a lot of holes produced by the irradiation and
nanoparticles connected to each other. The shape of nanoparticles seen in Figure 7a,b
reflects the self-organized nanostructures seen in Figure 4a,c, respectively. This method of
particle formation may be useful for investigating the dependence of the characteristics of
nanosized particle on size due to two advantages; one is the continuous preparation of a
fresh surface under sputtering, and the other is the unique method of particle generation
from thin foils.
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Figure 7. Nanostructures of Au(001) foils irradiated with 1.25 MeV electrons at 110 K along: (a) [001]
direction, 1500 s; (b) [111] direction, 1700 s. The structures near the beam center are seen to be
nanoparticles connected to each other and depend on the irradiation direction.

3.1.4. Annealing of the Nanostructure at Room Temperature

Figure 8a,b, respectively, show an area of Au foil irradiated along [111] at 800 keV
with a fluence of about 8 × 1026 electrons m−2 and annealed at room temperature. Both
the photos were observed obliquely from [001] direction, by tilting the specimen from
the irradiation direction. The projection of the electron-beam direction during irradiation
is indicated by an arrow in Figure 8a, and nanoholes are observed with parallel dark
lines. They appear to develop rather randomly under [011] irradiation but grow along the
irradiation direction under [111] irradiation [18]. The dark features are hillocks developing
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along the irradiation directions. On room-temperature annealing, the nanoholes become
thermally unstable irrespective of the original irradiation direction. They transform to
voids with large diameters, while the hillocks decrease in height, as seen in Figure 8b.
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Figure 8. TEM micrographs of an area of Au foil (a) irradiated along [111] direction at 800 keV with
a fluence of about 8 × 1026 electrons m−2 then (b) annealed at room temperature. Both the photos
were taken along [001] direction. The projection of the electron-beam direction during irradiation is
shown by a yellow arrow in photo (a). Voids transformed from nanoholes are indicated by arrows in
photo (b).

3.1.5. Irradiation Temperature Dependence on the Structure

To know the irradiation temperature dependence on the formation of nanostructure,
we investigated the structural change under electron irradiation at several different temper-
atures. Figure 9 shows bright-field images of Au(001) foils irradiated along [001] direction
at four different temperatures. The electron irradiations were done with a beam of several
hundred nm in diameter, and observation were done in areas where the structure looks
homogeneous. The flux density is about 2 × 1024 electrons m−2 s−1.

Nanoholes formed by the irradiations are observed as bright circular images in
Figure 9a,b and dark circular images in Figure 9c,d. One should note that the density
of nanohole is almost constant over the irradiated dose range at each irradiation tempera-
ture [11]. Then, the difference in the time indicated in Figure 9 does not significantly affect
the investigation on the temperature dependence of the density of nanoholes.

Figure 10 shows the Arrhenius plot of the density of nanoholes. We can find two
lines with apparent activation energy of 0.0046 eV below 240 K and 0.088 eV above 240 K.
Similar studies were done several decades ago by Cherns [11]. He gave in situ observation
of sputtering at 1.0 MeV with thin (111) gold films by using the Harwell EM7 high-voltage
electron microscope. He measured the pit density, which corresponds to the nanohole
density in the present study, against the irradiation temperature and found a temperature
dependence on the pit density. However, he could not measure the pit densities greater
than about 1–2 ×1016 m−2, owing to a limit in the image resolution between adjacent
pits. In the present study, we used JEOL-1250 transmission electron microscope, and the
resolution is enough high to determine the density below 273 K, as seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Arrhenius plot of the density of nanoholes. Two linear relations are seen, giving apparent
activation energies of 0.0046 eV below 240 K and 0.088 eV above 240 K.

Cherns proposed a theoretical model in which pits form by the diffusion and agglom-
eration of surface vacancies produced by sputtering. The model explains the experimental
results in some detail, and the apparent activation energy of pit density against 1/T is
suggested to take a value of Em/3, where Em is the migration energy of surface vacancy.
Utilizing Cherns’ model in the present result on the density of pits on Au(001), the migra-
tion energy of a surface vacancy on Au(001) is derived to be 0.26 eV with the apparent
activation energy of 0.088 eV shown in Figure 10. The value is lower than Em = 0.45 eV
given by Cherns, but almost in the range of error bar. If the apparent activation energy
of 0.088 eV above 240 K were to relate to the migration of vacancy, a following question
remains; “what is the activation process for the lower value of 0.0046 eV below 240 K?”,
which has not been found by Cherns. We can guess that the activation energy below 240 K
may relate to the migration of adatom, etc., but further experimental and theoretical studies
are awaited.
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3.2. Comparison among Gold, Silver, and Copper

Figure 11 compares nanostructure, which appeared for Au(001), Ag(001), and Cu(001)
foils irradiated with 400 keV electrons along [001] at 95 K [21]. Elongated bright images
correspond to grooves formed on the electron exit surface of the foils. One can see that
the patterns of grooves for both Ag and Cu are not as clear as the one for Au and extend
weakly along [110] and [110] directions. The width of grooves for Cu is about 2–4 nm,
significantly larger than those for Au and Ag, which are about 1–2 nm.
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Figure 11. Nanostructures generated on (a) Au(001), (b) Ag(001), and (c) Cu(001) foils under 400 keV
electron irradiation along [001] direction at 95 K. The patterns of grooves for both Ag and Cu are not
as clear as the one for Au. The width of grooves for Cu is about 2–4 nm, significantly larger than
those for Au and Ag, which are about 1–2 nm.

Contrary to the differences in the patterns for [001] irradiation, the groove formed
by the oblique irradiations along [011] direction for Au, Ag, and Cu show a preferential
elongation along [100], as denoted by arrows in Figure 12a–c. Note that the Ag specimen
has a wavy surface. Then, the grooves formed on the surface are uneven and denuded in
some areas, similar to the case of an Au foil with grain boundaries [11] but tend to grow
along [100] in spite of the wavy surface. In addition to nanogrooves developed parallel to
the exit surface of foils, nanoholes and hillocks are formed, as seen for Au, Ag, and Cu foils
in Figure 13a–c, respectively [21]. The irradiations were done with 400 keV electrons at 95 K,
and the photos were taken obliquely against the beam direction. Elongated images denoted
by arrows correspond to nanoholes growing from the exit surface and dark contrasts
denoted by h are hillocks. The directions of the growth of nanoholes and hillocks are along
and opposite to the irradiation direction, respectively. One should note that the nanoholes
grow deeper than 10 nm with an almost constant diameter of about 1–2 nm for Au and Ag
and about 2–4 nm for Cu. Most of the nanoholes are formed in the areas of nanogrooves.
The images of nanoholes observed along the irradiation direction can be found as extremely
bright spots in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. TEM images of nanostructure generated on the exit surface of Au, Ag, and Cu foils
irradiated with 400 keV electrons along [011] direction at 95 K: (a) Au(001), 600 s; (b) Ag(001), 510 s;
(c) Cu(001), 2160 s. Nanogrooves with bright contrast are seen to elongate along [100] direction for all
the cases.
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Figure 13. TEM images of deep nanoholes and hillocks generated on the exit surface of Au, Ag, and
Cu foils irradiated with 400 keV electrons at 95 K: (a) Au(001), 600 s; (b) Ag(001) 600 s; (c) Cu(001),
3180 s. All images were taken oblique to the irradiation directions. Nanoholes and hillocks denoted
by arrows and by h are seen to elongate opposite to and along the beam direction, respectively.

3.3. Ni

A nanostructure, which appeared for a Ni(001) foil irradiated with 400 keV electrons
along [001] direction at 105 K to a dose of 7.0 × 1027 electrons m−2 [22], is shown in
Figure 14. The diameter of electron beam for the irradiation was about 200 nm of which the
center is near the center of Figure 14a. The micrograph was taken under a kinematic and
slightly under-focus condition. One can see that the pattern near the center of the electron
beam of photo (c) is rather different from that in the outer area of photo (c). The extension
of bright images is not observed along [100] and [010] directions, but they extend slightly
along [110] and [110] instead. The pattern near the center of the electron beam is similar
to those of Ag and Cu, which are, respectively, shown in Figure 11b,c. The results for Ni
mentioned above are different from those of Au, where the pattern is almost the same in
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the whole area, although the extension of the grooves becomes longer near the beam center,
as seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 14. (a) TEM micrograph of nanostructures generated on the exit surface of Ni(001) foil
irradiated with 400 keV electrons along [001] direction at 105 K to a dose of 7.0 × 1027 electrons m−2.
(b) A magnified view of the outer area of the electron beam. (c) A magnified view of the area near
the beam center.

Figure 15 shows the Ni(001) specimen, which was tilted to the direction near [011]
and irradiated obliquely with 400 keV electrons along [011] direction at 105 K to a dose
of 8.4 × 1027 electrons m−2. Bright images of nanogrooves tend to extend along [100],
as shown in Figure 15a, similar to the cases of Au, Ag, and Cu (Figure 12). The irradiation
was prolonged to a dose of 4.2 × 1028 electrons m−2, then the penetration of nanogrooves
from the electron exit surface to the incident surface occurred, as seen in Figure 15b. We can
find large holes appear near the center of an electron beam, and several nanowires were
generated. The nanowires tend to elongate along [100], reflecting the initial pattern of
nanogrooves seen in Figure 15a.

3.4. Iron

A nanostructure formed for a Fe(111) foil irradiated with 400 keV electrons along
[111] direction at 300 K to a dose of 4.4 × 1028 electrons m−2 [22] is shown in Figure 16.
The TEM micrograph was taken under a kinematic and slightly under-focus condition.
The beam center is near the edge of the specimen. The nanostructure generated by the
electron irradiation can be roughly divided into two types; one is high density of nanoholes
formed in the outer area of the electron beam, as seen in the magnified view, and the other
is nanogrooves, which are observed near the beam center.

The appearance of the two types of structure should be due to the difference in the
total dose, as the beam intensity is stronger near the beam center. The irradiation dose
described above is an average value. In situ observation has revealed that nanoholes are
generated at first and then developed to nanogrooves with increasing dose. The diameter
of nanoholes is about 2–4 nm. Formation of high density of nanoholes under electron
irradiation has not been observed for Au, Ag, and Cu [21] but has been reported for Si [27].
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Figure 16. TEM micrographs of the Fe(111) foil irradiated with 400 keV electrons along [011] direction
at 300 K to a dose of 4.4 × 1028 electrons m−2. A magnified view of the nanoholes is given in the inset.

One should note that a nanostructure with several nanometer size appeared at 300 K
in the case of Fe. In the case of Au, on the other hand, the nanostructure appeared at 110 K
and became unstable on annealing at room temperature. Nanoholes are transformed into
voids with larger diameters, while the hillocks decreased in height, as shown in Figure 8.
Then, the stepwise annealing was carried out with 50 K/10 min steps from 373 to 823 K in
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the transmission electron microscope to know the thermal stability of the nanostructure
generated for Fe.

The changes on annealing at 623 and 823 K are, respectively, shown in Figure 17a,b.
The pattern formed on the Fe surface scarcely changed up to 573 K, but a clear change can
be observed above 623 K. The steps denoted by arrows are seen to move downwards. In
spite of such an apparent change in the specimen surface on annealing at 623 K (Figure 17a),
we can still observe some nanogrooves and nanoholes whose size and pattern are similar to
those before annealing (Figure 16). At 823 K, on the other hand, a remarkable change such
as disappearance of the nanostructures can be observed (Figure 17b). However, there still
remains some nanoholes whose diameters are almost the same as those before annealing.
The result is clearly different from that of Au, where nanoholes were transformed into
voids with larger diameters, and the surface became smoother. The changes in the Au
specimen suggest the remarkable effect of surface diffusion. Therefore, we guess that
thermal evaporation of Fe atoms from the surface becomes remarkable at a temperature
above 623 K to form the steps and to change the structure. Moreover, material transport on
Fe surface by surface diffusion is not so significant as to change the nanostructure below
823 K.
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Figure 17. The change in nanostructure of the Fe(111) foil on annealing at (a) 623 K and (b) 823 K.
The nanostructure was generated by the irradiation with 400 keV electrons along the [011] direction
at 300 K to a fluence of 4.4 × 1028 electrons m−2. Steps that appeared on annealing are denoted by
arrows in photos (a,b).

However, residual O2 gas in the conventional TEM may affect the formation or the
behavior of nanostructure similarly to the case of silicon [27]. Nonetheless, the electron
exit surface of Fe where the pattern developed should be rather clean due to sputtering.
Further investigations on this point are desired.

4. Discussion

For the generation of aligned nanogrooves, we did not use a convergent nanosized
electron beam as has been done for the generation of nanoholes [10] but a homogeneous
electron beam of about 200–800 nm in diameter. In this case, the phenomena occurring
on the electron exit surface may be as follows (Figure 18). Surface vacancies are formed
at first in the first layer of the metal. Then, the surface vacancies agglomerate to produce
monolayer islands of surface vacancies. Under prolonged irradiation, surface vacancies
are produced in the area of islands, and multilayered pits are formed in several minutes.
One cannot expect any anisotropic movement of surface vacancies on (001) and (111) sur-
faces in the process, but it may be expected on (011), judging from the nature of geometrical
symmetry of the surfaces. Therefore, the present results on the pattern formation on the
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(001) surface strongly suggest that we are dealing with a case of self-organized pattern
formation controlled by some factor, which includes the anisotropy of material transfer.
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Figure 18. A sketch of the change in the electron exit surface at the initial stage of formation of
pits. 1. At first, vacancies are formed on the surface layer of the foil by sputtering. 2. They then
agglomerate to form monolayer islands of surface vacancies. 3. After prolonged irradiation, further
surface vacancies are formed within islands. 4. Finally, multilayered pits will be formed.

We have found the formation of pits and the self-organization of grooves under
electron irradiation. The growth process of the pits has been discussed theoretically by
Cherns [11]. However, his model does not predict the generation of the deep nanoholes
and the aligned nanogrooves found in the present work; probably, he used Au(111) foils
on which the aligned nanogrooves do not appear. It is not clear when and why the
aligned nanogrooves and the deep nanoholes are generated. In this section, we discuss the
formation of deep nanoholes and the self-organization process of nanogrooves.

4.1. Formation Process of Deep Nanoholes

Figure 18 schematically shows the structural change in the electron exit surface at
the initial stage of irradiation. At first, surface vacancies are formed in the first layer of
the metal by sputtering. Then, the surface vacancies agglomerate to produce monolayer
islands of surface vacancies. Under continuous irradiation, surface vacancies are formed in
the area of islands, and finally, multilayered pits are generated. The growth process of the
pits has been theoretically given by Cherns [11]. Nonetheless, his model does not predict
the formation of the aligned nanogrooves and the deep nanoholes found in the present
work.

In contrast with what has been said above for the formation of nanogrooves, the deep-
ening of the nanoholes is not believed to involve self-organization. As may be seen from
Figure 3, the diameters of nanoholes do not vary significantly along their depth, indicating
one-dimensional growth along the irradiation direction. We can estimate that more than
2000 atoms must be removed to produce a nanohole of 1.5 nm width and 20 nm depth.
We guess that irradiation-induced diffusion of surface vacancies plays a significant role,
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although there may be other processes leading to the deepening of nanohole. Note that the
nanoholes are generated on the rear surface, growing opposite to the irradiation direction.
Irradiation-induced diffusion of surface vacancies on the side walls of the holes can result
in a vacancy migration opposite to the irradiation direction, which is towards the bottom
of the nanohole. Thus, nanoholes can be deeper by this process.

How does the nanohole grow so deep? First, one can consider that a geometrical
factor would be responsible for the deepening of pits. Surface vacancies created in a terrace
with a width w, as shown in Figure 19, can contribute to the erosion of the descending
step but not of the ascending step at temperatures below which the layer-by-layer removal
starts [28]. We can easily see that the area A in the terrace becomes larger near the center if
the length of the descending step and the width of the terrace w are the same. This means
that the erosion rate of the descending step near the center should be faster in this case due
to the large amount of incoming surface vacancies for the unit length of the descending
step. Under prolonged irradiation, however, the pit profile should reach a steady state after
a critical dose, because a faster erosion of the descending step would lead to a decrease in
the terrace width, thereby leading to a decrease in the erosion rate of the descending step.
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Figure 19. Oblique and cross-sectional views of a circular pit. Surface vacancies created in a terrace
with width w can contribute to the erosion of the descending step but not of the ascending step at
temperatures below that at which the layer-by-layer removal starts [28].

Here, we discuss the pit profile in the steady state. The growth rate of the circular step
with an inner radius of Rp in Figure 19 is given [11] in the continuum approximation by

dRp/dt = P(Rp−1
2 − Rp

2)/2N0Rp (Rp > a0), (1)

where P and N0 are the production rate of surface vacancies and the number of atoms per
unit area of the surface, respectively, and a0 is the atomic size.

As Rp−1 = Rp + w, Equation (1) can be expressed as

dRp/dt = P[(Rp + w)2 − Rp
2]/2N0Rp

= Pw/N0 + Pw2/2N0Rp,
(2)

When a pit grows steadily, Equation (2) should be constant (=k).
In the case where the terrace is far from the center (Rp > > w), the second term of

Equation (2) is negligibly small. Then, the width of the terrace is approximately

w = kN0/P, (3)
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In the case where the terrace is located beside the center (Rp = w), the width of the
terrace is estimated, by applying Rp = w and dRp/dt = k, as

w = (2/3)kN0/P, (4)

The difference in the values of w in Equations (3) and (4) means that the width of the
terrace near the center becomes narrower; i.e., the inclination of the face of the pit near
the center becomes steeper. The shape of the steadily growing pit can be obtained by the
numerical calculation for pit growth for finite intervals given by Cherns [11]. However,
the result of these calculation does not reveal the significant deepening of pits observed in
the present experimental study. Therefore, the deepening of the nanoholes should be due
to some factors other than the geometrical factor.

Two factors can be mentioned as being responsible for the deepening, which are
preferential sputtering at growth point and irradiation-induced diffusion. The sputtered
surface quickly develops a high proportion of surface ledge sites, especially near the pit
center, as seen in Figure 20. The sputtering rate would increase at the ledge sites due to
the lower number of bonding. Therefore, it is probable that the preferential sputtering at
the growth point leads to the deepening of pits. Irradiation-induced diffusion of surface
vacancies and adatoms on the side walls of nanoholes, on the other hand, may play an
important role. Surface vacancies and adatoms will move opposite to and along the
irradiation direction, respectively, both movements enhancing the deepening of the holes.
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Figure 20. Growth process of nanohole. Surface vacancies on the wall of nanohole move to the tip of
nanohole, but adatoms are evacuated from the nanohole. Thus, deep nanoholes can be formed.

4.2. Self-Organization of Nanogrooves

Interesting discovery on the development of nanostructure under electron irradiation
in the present study is the pattern formation of nano-grooves, which can change depend-
ing on the irradiation directions, the irradiation temperatures, and the kinds of metals.
The most outstanding feature appears for Au. The nanogrooves exhibit strong irradiation-
direction dependencies in their growth. They grow along [100] and [010] directions for
[001] irradiation and along [100] for [011] irradiation, whereas no clear grooves are formed
for [111] irradiation. The widths of nanogrooves and holes are between about 1 and 2 nm,
which are the smallest ones formed on metal surfaces so far. The formation of the groove
pattern also has a surface orientation dependence.

To clarify the formation mechanism on the nanostructures, systematic investigations
are needed. After finding the pattern formation for Au, we investigated several FCC metals
of Au, Ag, Cu, Ni, and a BCC metal of Fe. For Ag and Cu, the pattern formation is not so
clear. For Ni, the diffusion effect is not so high compared to the cases of Ag and Cu, but the
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pattern depended on the part of the specimen, as seen in Figure 11. For Fe, the pattern is
not clear but rather random (Figure 14).

The generation of nanoholes and nanogrooves originally comes from the sputtering at
the electron exit surface. Thus, the anisotropic growth of the nanogrooves and nanoholes
should be attributed to the irradiation-induced anisotropic flow of point defects [29].

The fact that different groove patterns observed on the same Au(001) surface by
irradiating along different directions (Figures 4 and 5) strongly suggests that the patterns
are meta-stable structures, which has a very long lifetime at low temperatures.

The available experimental evidence demonstrates that we are dealing with a case of
self-organized pattern formation, which satisfies the following conditions.

(1) The groove patterns are generated far from thermal equilibrium in an open, highly
dissipative system.

(2) Only a small fraction of the total energy input is stored (e.g., as surface energy at the
grooves).

Below 240 K, the temperature effect of surface vacancy, which will reduce the anisotropic
growth of nanogrooves due to their random movements, should be low for Au, as seen in
Figure 10. At the low temperature region, the migration of surface vacancies by thermal
activation alone should be negligibly small. Thus, we may expect the phenomena observed
to be controlled by some anisotropic mechanisms such as sputtering induced by the
anisotropy of the sputtering yield [23], the surface reconstruction under irradiation [25],
focused collision chains [30], or irradiation-induced diffusion [29].

We guess that the anisotropy of momentum transfer, either directly from the electrons
by Rutherford scattering or indirectly through bulk collision sequences propagating along
the densely packed directions, leads to the mobility of surface vacancies, finally leading to
anisotropic groove patterns. One should note that there exists a difference in the anisotropy
of collision sequence propagation between bulk Au and Ag, i.e., along the <100> direction
for Au but <110> for Ag, which was experimentally supported by a difference in the
anisotropy of the threshold energy for atom displacement in both materials [30].

Now, we draw a conceivable scenario, in the following section. Consider a surface
atom of which momentum has been transferred either directly from the electrons by
Rutherford scattering or indirectly through bulk collision sequences. In the case where
the component of the transferred momentum normal to the surface is sufficiently large,
the atom will be sputtered off the surface leaving a surface vacancy behind. Surface collision
sequences propagating along close-packed directions in the surface shown in Figure 21
may be excited by momentum transfer to neighboring atoms—a process that is favored
by the angular dependence of the Rutherford scattering cross-section. Under prolonged
irradiation, the surface vacancies will move around by irradiation-induced diffusion and
may agglomerate to form pits. Surface collision sequences ending at a descending surface
step or at a hole or groove, on the other hand, may generate a surface adatom, leaving
a surface vacancy at or near its point of departure. Adatoms created on the surfaces of
grooves will in general reduce the groove surface area. Since the propagation of collision
sequences is highly anisotropic, this may lead to a gradual alignment of the grooves and
pits under prolonged irradiation. This process is similar to that of the formation of lattices
of stacking-fault tetrahedra under high-dose electron irradiation [12,13]. Such a mechanism
can work only if the mobility of the surface vacancies is not too large. This probably
accounts for the fact that regular groove patterns have so far been observed for Au only
after low-temperature irradiation but not under room-temperature irradiation conditions.
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Figure 21. Movement of vacancy due to momentum transfer along close-packed direction. White
circle indicates surface vacancy. (a) Collision of electron, (b) momentum transfer along close packed
direction given by the collision of electron, (c) movement of surface vacancy opposite to the direction
of momentum transfer along close packed direction.

Additionally, one should note that the pattern of aligned nanogroove for the 400 keV
electron irradiation for Au (Figure 2) is clearer than the one for the 800 keV electron
irradiation (Figure 4). The origin of the less clear pattern in the latter case should be
attributed to some additional effects such as a complicated sputtering process; that is,
at energies <600 keV, surface atoms are sputtered by direct recoils only, whereas at energies
>600 keV, up to about 10% of the total yield comprises surface atoms sputtered by sub-
surface recoils [23] and the formation of Frenkel pairs, which can occur at higher irradiation
energy of electrons [24]. Angular distributions of sputtered atoms as a function of electron
energy [23] may affect the formation of adatoms and the pattern formation. Moreover,
the formation of aligned nanogrooves and nanoholes are significantly affected by the
irradiation temperature (Figures 9 and 10), probably reflecting the mobility of surface
vacancy.

5. Conclusions

We found a new type of self-organized nanostructure formation on the exit surface of
thin gold foils irradiated with high doses of 360–1250 keV electrons at temperatures of about
100 K. The structure consists of aligned nanogrooves, which develop parallel to the surface,
and nanoholes and hillocks, which grow parallel to the electron beam. The nanogrooves
show strong irradiation-direction dependencies on their growth. They grow along [100]
and [010] directions for [001] irradiation, along [100] for the [011] irradiation, whereas no
clear grooves are formed for [111] irradiation. The widths of nanogrooves and holes are
between about 1 and 2 nm, which are the smallest ones generated on metal surfaces so
far. The final structures of the thin foils under electron irradiation are nanoparticles or
nanowires. This method has been utilized to produce long gold nanowires for investiga-
tions of the interesting physics such as the electron transport properties and the multi-shell
structure. Temperature dependence of the nanostructure for gold indicates that the effect
of surface diffusion becomes significant above 240 K.

Furthermore, the self-organized structures for silver, copper, nickel, and iron are inves-
tigated. The formation of nanoholes and nanogrooves basically originates in the sputtering
at the electron exit surface. The difference in the anisotropic growth of the nanogrooves
and nanoholes among the kinds of metals should be attributed to the irradiation-induced
anisotropic flow of point defects and some related factors, which are attributed to the
nature of metals. Thus, we can use the present investigation for the studies of irradiation-
induced effects and the surface diffusion effect, of which knowledge should be useful for
the synthesis of new nanomaterials.
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